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Castilla-La Mancha

Strategic objectives Management team

Industrial activity sectors

Application sectors

ITECAM, Metal Cluster of Castilla-La Mancha, was

stablished in 2002 as a non-profit business association,

with the purpose of increase the innovation and the

business competitiveness in the metal sector industries

such as the ones dedicated to transformation,

equipment processing and development, equipment

and systems with metallic and related materials.

 Goods, Equipment and Facilities Structures and Boiler

Vehicles and Agricultural and Industrial Components

 Assistant Aviation    Environmental equipment

Promotion of technological innovation.
Promotion of cooperation among cluster members.
Boosting the development of R&D projects.
Knowledge transfer and talent generation in the field 

     of the metal sector.

Manager - Jorge Parra.
Assistant Manager - David Bono.
Marketing and Communication - Domi Collado.
Administration - Jaime Yuste.



Services

Clúster Activities

Transversal technological advice.

·Innovation Management/Support of innovation processes

(internal/external).

·Access to R&D&i public support through regional, national

and European programmes.

Technological diagnoses and productive and operational

innovation.

Trend-scouting (Ideas for innovative projects).

Start-up of training and talent generation programs in

company:

Regulatory Advice. Reference point in UNE Standards.

o  Customized and specialized trainings in company

     o Training for employment 

Organization of the B2B Industrial Meeting of Castilla-La

Mancha.

Aim: To promote and facilitate the contact and the

networking among companies and entities that are part of

the industrial and business ecosystem of Castilla-La

Mancha, facilitating the collaboration and the generation of

synergies.

Involvement and Stakeholder of European Projects:

Attendance to meetings, conferences, visits, etc.

Industrial Cluster of the regional Strategies for Smart

Specialization within the context of the RIS3: collaboration in

the definition of the Smart Specialization Strategy of the

region of Castilla-La Mancha.

Organization of dissemination conferences on different

topics of technological and innovative nature in collaboration

with companies and entities. .

Attendance to national and international meetings related

to innovation and technology.

Employment exchange program for associated entities.

Start-up of Innovation Transfer Offices in collaboration with

local administrations.
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Cluster Metallurgy Europe
 
 
 
Climate-KIC European Network
 
 
 
Materplat
 
 
 
Fotoplat

Advice on solving problems or specific doubts.   

Priority in the performance of services and participation in projects.     

Information, management and advice on grants and public financing.

Access to an extensive network of business contacts, R&D Centers

and Administrations.

Commercial disclosure of the company and its capabilities through

the ITECAM Cluster.

Priority in participation in collaborative or collective projects promoted

from the Cluster.

Disposition of classrooms and spaces for use by members.

Access to an employment exchange and specialized professional

profiles.     

Preferential participation in technical conferences, seminars and

training courses, organized by ITECAM. 

Periodic dissemination of information:

News and opportunities in R&D.

ITECAM Newsletter.

Discounts on technological services..

metallurgy-europe.eu

climate-kic.org

materplat.org

fotoplat.org

Cluster networks and technological platforms

Why join the Cluster?


